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Client Management Process
Introduction

Setting a client management process is essential for Support Institutions in providing
an effective and efficient service for startups. Support Institutions have to be aware of
the importance of determining the role of Client Managers, the creation of an Business
Support Plan, and dealing with management and review activities.

Service Provider Manager’s role in a client management
relationship




Understand the client enterprise and its overall goals for its activities.
Challenge the client enterprise constructively to help develop its ambitions and
goals.
Identify and structure ways in which the service provider can best support the
client enterprise to develop.

Client manager skills







Role: Client Managers act as the primary point of contact for, and lead the
relationship with the clients. As such, Client Managers must have the technical
skills required to carry out audits, implement annual support plans, as well as
capture and record the outputs, as required when working with client
enterprises.
Position: Client Managers can either come from a Support Institution current
staff or be contracted externally to deliver a client management service
Organization: Some Support Institutions deploy their Client Managers at the
sector level to enable them to contribute and build upon their knowledge of an
entire business sector in their dealings with individual client enterprises. Others
create a Client Management Team, which is split across the different maturity
levels of its client enterprises.
Relationship with the other colleagues: Client Managers rely on their colleagues
within the Support Institution to deliver the products and services which they
recommend to their clients. As such, they must be aware of the Support
Institution products and services that are available, as well as maintain a good
working relationship with their colleagues in the Support Institution.

Client Managers - Knowledge


An understanding of the business development
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An understanding of the service provider organization and the portfolio of
services
An awareness of the support service offering
An understanding of the business sector in which they are working
An understanding of the enterprise with which they are working

Client management process

The client management process includes a number of key stages which, if followed
sequentially, ensure that a Support Institution works with the right enterprises in the
right way, and delivers the right products and services to add value to their business
activities and capture the maximum outputs. If a Support Institution does not follow the
stages of the client management process for each of its client-managed enterprises
(focal clients), it will waste resources and often be ineffective.

Preliminary


Creating a standard Support Institution Presentation

The sequence of the client management process (5 stages)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Outline of the Terms of Engagement
Completion of the Startup Business Audit
Creation of the Support Plan
Delivery of the Support Plan
Progress Review and Continued Client Engagement or Transition

The management and review process and its importance







To learn from experience and continue applying good practices to develop an
effective client management process.
To ensure that there are no surprises for either the Support Institution or the
client-managed enterprise.
To ensure the client management process is working effectively and delivering
the desired results.
To enable the Support Institution to manage its resources effectively.
To identify the areas in which the client management process is not working as
it should and take the appropriate remedial action(s).
To ensure that the results of the client management process are appropriately
captured and recorded.

The management and review of the Business Support plan is the principal
management and review mechanism for the whole of the client management process.
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In short, it ensures that the Support Institution and enterprise are working collectively
and effectively to deliver the agreed-upon Business Support Plan for the enterprise.

The Client Manager and the client-managed enterprise should both own a copy of the
Business Support Plan and review it, both formally and informally, on an ongoing basis
over the period of its delivery (in most cases, 1 year).

Recording the results of the client management process




Recording Development Project Outputs (CRM)
Sharing Records of Results (available to view by other Support Institution staff
members)
Dealing with Confidential Information (it should always be understood that a
Support Instituton’s client management records are not a comprehensive view
of a client enterprise’s business activities, but rather a highly focused reflection
of the way in which their support was provided and received.)

Source: https://learning.intracen.org/
For more info visit International Trade Center’s webpage: http://www.intracen.org/
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The project is implemented with the support of the European Regional Development Fund.
The information included in this publication does not necessarily reflect the official position of the EU.
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